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Raysun M-1
Multi-Saver Self-Defender
 Features:
Non-weapon classification self-defender,
small size, light weight, easy carry,
support 7 various cartridges for
multi-purpose application.
Unique 2-shot in one design, most
advanced, effectively longer range
non-lethal self-defender.
Built-in soft-light & laser aimer.
Power ON buzzer for safety alert.

 Raysun M-1 supports the following cartridges:
Laser aimer

3-mode LED illuminating cartridge
1. Strong light: Up to around 30M,
continuous operation for around 60
minutes.
2. Soft light: For short-range
illumination, continuous operation
for around 120 minutes.
3. Flash light: Threaten & giddy the
target, continuous operation for
around 120 minutes.
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Pepper powder cartridge (purple)
Fire to spray out pepper powder
directly to cause the targets
tear-dropping and failure to open eyes
and coughing, effective range to
around 3 ~ 5M.

Buzzer

Power ON
indicator

Trigger

Pepper bullet cartridge (red)
Fire out a plastic bullet with pepper
powder contents to hit the target and
then crack to spray out the pepper
powder to cause tear-dropping and
failure to open eyes and coughing,
effective range to around 12 ~ 15M.

 Specifications:
Battery
Size
Color
Weight
Main body
functions

SOS signal bullet cartridge (white)
Fire out a plastic bullet with flame ball
contents to sky for SOS, effective
range up to 100M high.

Rechargeable battery or CR-123A *1
125x55x30 mm
Gray-white
Approx.160g(without cartridge)
(1). Place any 2 cartridges at once for
firing.\
(2). LED illuminating
(3). Laser aiming
(4). Warning beeper

 Standard package:

 Options:
1. Rechargeable battery *2 with
Charger *1

2. Various cartridges
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Please use this device by local law regulation; we have
not responsibility if any lawbreaking usage or behavior
happened.
We reserve the right to vary, modify or improve any
specification and/or design at any time without prior
notice.
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M-1 main body x1
3 mode LED cartridge x1
Pepper bullet cartridge x 1
Pepper powder cartridge x 3
Belt carrying bag x1
Soft bag x1
User manual

